
POSTCARD FROM LUFKIN 

 
Cinema in downtown Lufkin 

Almost as soon as we arrived back from Fredericksburg, I was desperate to start traveling again.  We considered a flight 
to somewhere but couldn’t be bothered.  I wanted water, lake or seaside, not too many tourists and good weather.  The 
gulf coast had a forecast of rain and hotel prices are very inflated during the summer weekends.  Finally, I decided on 
Lufkin which is a little town in East Texas.  The big draw was that it is the center of the Big Thicket, the forest that our 
town is on the edge of, and has huge lakes all around. 
Lufkin is not really a tourist destination and seems to be slowly getting wealthier from a mixture of traditional industries 
including logging and rebirth of oil.  A smart entrepreneur has bought most of downtown including a condemned hotel 
and there are now wine bars and chi-chi boutiques.  There is a forestry museum and a very small East Texas museum.  
We were slightly surprised that the area had many Native American tribes – mostly peaceful and settled unlike the 
infamous Comanche.  The local people have a delightfully strong unique accent.  My friend who had lived there for 5 
years told me to expect two syllables where normally there would be one; hair (Hay-er), for example.  The opposite 
example is Diet (as in Coke) – not two syllables but one; (Dight).  Who am I to talk about other people’s accents?? 
I tried on a pretty little tunic in one of the downtown boutiques and A. said that loudly and within his earshot, the two 
older assistants were happily discussing me and the outfit. “Oh, she’s is gonna look so cute in that little tunic”. “I can’t 
wait for her to come out and see what it looks like”.  Then when I did come out it was to cries of, “Oh honey - it’s just 
darlin’ on you – you just need some white capris!”  I can’t tell you how much fun it was shopping.  They were excellent 
sales people and I did buy some white capris.  Our hotel was a very nice Best Western, about a third of the price in 
Galveston, on the edge of town with some undeveloped woodlands behind us and a colony of feral cats.  Just like home!  
It was next to a Bible college and most of our fellow guests seemed to be visiting there, so for the most part were pretty 
quiet.  In our little strip section were a few restaurants including a small Cajun chain, ‘Ralph and Kacoos’.  I have tasted 
fresh fish from various places around the globe but nothing has tasted as good as that blackened catfish.  I doubt it was 
more than a couple of hours old and from the local lake.  Outside on the patio each night there was live music; Zydeco 
the first night and a really good country singer the next. 



Despite this normal tourist stuff I couldn’t wait to get out in the wilderness and at the lake we saw these - 

 
HARMLESS …MOSTLY     NOT SO MUCH….. 

On the left is a Garden or Corn spider, very large with a body over an inch long.  Despite her warning colors she is 
unlikely to give you a harmful bite although it can cause some swelling. On the right is the biggest Black Widow I have 
ever seen.  Her body was about 3/4 inch long.  A. struggled to get a shot of her but I just stuck my camera in and hoped 
for the best….  I found her after I jumped over a barrier on the bridge across the lake in my shorts and wondered what 
that big black thing was.  I was so excited!!!  This was what I was trying to get a shot of  - 

 
A SEA OF YELLOW WATER LILIES AT THE EDGE OF SAM RAEBURN LAKE AT ANGELINA STATE PARK 



There is a little zoo in Lufkin and I was concerned that it might be one of the bad ones but it was extraordinarily good 
and actively conserving certain species.  All the animals, exotic and domestic, looked fat and happy.  The lion was 
roaring, the tapir was making some otherworldly noise and the free range peacocks were ear splittingly loud.  I did my 
internship at Chester Zoo which was in the process of changing from a traditional zoo to one specializing in conservation.  
My job was to work on the magazine and the front cover story was of a Dominican fruit bat which the zoo had saved 
from the edge of extinction.  It was crucial to the eco-system and economy of the Dominican Republic because without 
bats the fruit trees fail.  The seeds fertilize in their droppings.  I always remember how loud the lions were and they 
usually roared at lunchtime. 

 
DOMESTIC FAT RACCOON     EXOTIC NOISY TAPIR  

 

PRETTY MURAL IN THE CENTER OF DOWNTOWN LUFKIN WITH A THREATENING SKY 

 



 
A BIG THICKET IN THE ‘BIG THICKET’.  THE RAIN THIS YEAR HAS MADE THE FOREST ESPECIALLY VERDANT. 

 
The building above is a semi-derelict building in downtown Lufkin.  It looked like the garden within was used for wedding 
photos.  It is a good example of how the town was being sensitively renovated, keeping the old soul of the town whilst 
using modern architectural details.  One bathroom had a modern door (and fittings) but there was an old door frame, 
refitted but still with the original paint.  All our recent vacations seem to include photos of us eating and drinking, 
generally having a good time.  Although it looks sunny, the temperature dropped into the 70s!!!  We were actively cold 
coming from almost 100 degrees and had to turn the air-con off in the room. 
It is still very hot at home but you can feel a little change in the air, leading slowly into fall.  This is our last summer trip 
although I am going to stay with A. while he takes a course in a town about 40 miles away.  Surely our next trip will be 
somewhere more exotic?  

Kerry xx 


